
DON BOSCO SCHOOL, KOKAR, RANCHI 

Class – 2                                                        Subject – Computer Science 

Lesson 1.  Computer- An Electronic Device 

A. Multiple Choice Questions 

Tick (√) the correct option. 

1. A computer cannot ............      

a. Do calculations              b. Draw pictures               c. Think 

2. The work done by a computer called ............. 

a. Input                                b. Processing                    c. Output  

3. The instruction that you give to a computer is called .......... 

a. Processing                      b. Input                              c. output   

4. ............ are very harmful for your computer. 

a. Automation                    b. Virus                              c. Calculation  

B. Write T for true statement and F for false statement:- 

1. A computer is an electronic machine.       ( T ) 

2. A computer cannot work continuously.    ( F ) 

3. A computer needs rest after work.            ( F ) 

C. Answer the following  

1. What are the steps a computer follows to do any work? 

Ans.  The steps a computer follows to do any work are input, output, processing. (IPO) 

2. Write one difference between a computer and a human being. 

Ans. Computer- never makes mistakes. 

         Human – makes mistakes.  

3. Write any two advantages of a computer. 

Ans. 1. A computer works very fast without getting tired. 

         2. A computer can store large amount of data. 

4. write any two disadvantages of a computer.   

Ans. 1. A computer has no feelings like human beings. 

          2. A computer cannot take decisions on its own. 

Home work 

1. What is the meaning of compute? 

2. What is a computer? 

3. Write three examples of electronic device. 



4.  write any five uses of a computer. 

 

5. To whom do these features belong, a computer or a man? Write C for computer and M for 

man. 

a. Can work very fast. 

b. Can get tired. 

c. Does not make mistakes. 

d. Never forgets. 

e. Does not need orders.  

 

Lesson 2 Role Of Computer 

Multiple Choice Questions  

Tick ( √ ) the correct option.  

1. Computers help in .................... of tickets using the internet. 

a. Reservation        b. Operation        c. None of these 

2. Usually the ............... use the computers for research work. 

a. Robots          b. Scientists           c. Shopkeepers 

3. Computers help you to communicate with outside world using ................ .    

a. The Internet     b. Post cards       c. Letters 

4. Computers help you to find where you are on earth through ...............   

a. ATM                 b. GPS                    c. GLS 

5. A computer helps to read.............in the library. 

a. E-tickets           b. E- payments     c. E-books 

6. A computer helps to withdraw money from an ................ 

a. ATN                   b. ATM                    c. ADN 

7. ..............use computers in preparing medical reports. 

a. Teachers          b. Engineers            c. Doctors  

8. .............. use computers for designing buildings. 

a. Scientists           b. Teachers           c. Architects 

Write   T  for  true statement and F for false statement 

1. The internet helps to gather information on a click.                                        ( T  ) 

2. A computer does not help at shops.                                                                    (  F ) 

3. The computer using robotic arms helps a doctor in doing the operations.  (  T ) 

4. A drone is a machine which cannot fly.                                                                (  F )  

Fill in the missing letters to find the names of the places where computers are used. 

School                    Home               Bank             Hospital      

Answer the following 



1. What is an Internet? 

Ans. Internet is a network that connects computers around the world. 

2. State the use of computers in publishing? 

Ans. The computer helps in printing newspapers, magazines, books and pamphlets. 

3. Write any two ways in which computers are used in communication. 

Ans.   1. The computer helps us to make new friends. 

          2. The computer helps us to send and receive messages using e-mails and Instant Messenger. 

Home work 

A. Write the Full forms :- e-books - 

                                           e- payments  -  

                                            e- publishing –  

                                            e- mail -   

                                            GPS –  

                                             ATM – 

 

B. Give one use of computers at the following places: 

1. At railway station : 

2. In schools : 

3. In hospitals : 

4. In offices : 

 

Lesson 3  Input And Output Devices  

    
Multiple Choice Questions 

Tick ( √ ) the correct option. 

1. Input devices are used to enter ..............  into the computer. 

a. Data                   b. Keys                  c. Icons 

2. ..............  devices are used to display the result. 

a. Input                  b. Output             c. Processing 

3. Which of the following looks like a television screen? 

a. Monitor             b. Printer             c. Keyboard  

4.  Which of the following device is also called as flash drive? 

a. Pen drive            b. Hard disk        c. CD 

5. Which of the following is not used to store data? 

a. Hard disk            b. Pen drive         c. Keyboard  

6. A ........... helps in playing games and drawing pictures. 

a. Keyboard           b. Mouse              c. CPU   

Answer the following       

1. List the names of main parts of a computer. 

Ans. Main parts of a computer :-  monitor, CPU, keyboard, mouse, etc. 

2. What is a printer? Name the three types of printers. 

Ans. The printer helps us to take the output on the paper.  

Three types of printers are : 1. Dot matrix printer  2. Inkjet  printer 3. Laser printer 

3. Differentiate between the input devices and output devices. 



Ans. Input devices : data and instructions given into the computer is called input devices. 

         Output devices : it  shows the result of the work done by the computer. 

Full forms :- CD – Compact Disk 

                       VDU – Visual Display Unit  

                       USB – Universal  Serial Bus 

                       CPU -  Central Processing Unit  

Home work : 

A. Write the names and draw or paste the picture of the Input, Output and storage devices. 

I. Input devices :  

II. Output devices :  

III. Storage devices :  

 

***XXX*** 

 

 

   

            


